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Abstract: The research objective of the article: The aim of the paper is to present the
challenges and opportunities of Initial Coin Offering (ICO) procedure (sometimes appearing in literature and official documents as the Initial Token Offering (ITO)) from
the point of view of a company as well as verify the hypothesis about ICO as a cheap
form of capital rising that is often presented in websites dedicated to ICO. There are
enumerated the differences and similarities to the Initial Public Offering and possible advantages over other methods of capital rising. The paper points out the most important barriers to the use of ICO. The research method applied: As there is shortage
of available research papers and literature related to the topic that are focused on financial aspects such as comparison between ICO and other methods of capital rising,
there was conducted the analysis of reliable internet sources and a case study method
of Ethereum – the first company that applied the Initial Coin Offering procedure. The
mentioned research method has its limits, as it is necessary to verify received information. That is the reason why only professional websites dedicated to the topic were
used. The outcome of the research (considerations, analyses), main conclusion(s): the
Initial Coin Offering procedure is recognised as a very controversial topic. It is clearly visible that ICO has many advantages over traditional forms of rising capital for the
company, but, so far, ambiguous legal status, cost level and high risk of scams and other
possible abuses make it difficult to become widely applied by newly created companies.
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Introduction

The cryptocurrency market has been developing rapidly since its beginning
in 2009, when Satoshi Nakamoto launched the Bitcoin system, previously described in the paper named: “Bitcoin: a peer-to-peer electronic cash system”
that was published online in 2008 and since then, has been sometimes called
“the manifesto” by the Bitcoin community. Although cryptocurrencies were
primarily expected to become a form of money, and further to be an official
currency of the internet, the Initial Coin Offering popularity in 2017 seems to
deny that view. The lack of fulfilling money functions, such as being an unit of
account, a medium of exchange, a store of value and a standard of deferred payment, as well as the predominant role of speculative motive of keeping money
and, above all, not being widely accepted as a form of payment, are the key arguments that do not allow to consider cryptocurrencies to be money in general.
However, some of them, like bitcoin or litecoin, are sometimes used as a form
of payment.
Entrepreneurs, per definition, could be characterized as innovators. It is not
surprising that some of them noticed possible applications of cryptocurrencies
and the blockchain technology. The Initial Coin Offering is one of that applications. It allows companies, mostly start-ups, to finance their projects. The procedure can be defined as the method of raising capital by an organisation or individual by the emission of cryptocurrency or token (ESMA, 2017, p. 2). The aim
of the paper is to present the Initial Coin Offering (ICO) procedure as well as its
challenges and opportunities from the point of view of a company and also governmental authorities.
The research methodology and the course
of the research process

To reach the aim of the study there was applied the analysis of existing literature and research papers connected with cryptocurrency market. Most of research papers related to the topic are concentrated to legal aspects of ICO. Because of a shortage of that kind of sources about the Initial Coin Offering that
focus on financial aspects, there were used information published by reliable
websites that specialize in ICO and cryptocurrencies. The method that was
used has its limits among which the most important one is the necessity to verify information and a fact that it can have a subjective character, as websites
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are conducted by cryptocurrencies’ proponents. That is the reason why official
statements published by The National Bank of Poland and European Securities
and Markets Authority were also included in the research process.
To complement the desk research method the single case study of the
Ethereum project was employed. Ethereum was the first organization that applied the Initial Coin Offering procedure to raise capital. Its experiences within successful ICO procedure help to understand the challenges that companies
which want to apply the procedure must face. Main difficulties connected with
using the case study method are those related to making generalisation and
verifying information from the official website.
The outcome of the research process

The idea of the official currency of the Internet is almost as old as the Internet
itself, but the decline of trust in banking system after the subprime crisis is the
main reason for the rapid emergence of alternative currency market (Chrabonszczewska, 2014, p. 51). Popularity of bitcoin among Internet users as well as
the development of the Initial Coin Offering indicated the necessity of classification and defining bitcoin and similar digital assets functioning on the Internet. Successful, open-source bitcoin encourages people with certain IT skills to
create their own currencies and tokens that may be used to finance illegal activities and launder money because their users can remain largely anonymous
(Christopher, 2014, p. 10). That is the reason why organizations such as the
Financial Action Task Force (FATF) and the European Central Bank (ECB) attempted to define virtual currencies for legislation purposes. Their classification is very similar. The ECB in its report “Virtual currency schemes” suggested that virtual currency is a response to virtual community needs for its own
“money”, or rather a currency that may have similar functions, allowing the
members to exchange goods and services easily (European Central Bank, 2012,
p. 5). The FATF defines virtual currency as “a digital representation of value
that can be digitally traded and functions as (1) a medium of exchange; and/ or
(2) a unit of account; and/or (3) a store of value, but does not have legal tender
status in any jurisdiction.” (FATF, 2014, p. 4). Virtual currency and e-money
(which is a digital version of a fiat currency) are digital currencies (FATF, 2014,
p. 4). However, some academics claim that the term “virtual currency” should
be replaced by “digital currency” because the word “virtual” has a negative
connotation (Lee, 2015, p. 6). Among open virtual currencies (which will be
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defined in the next paragraph) there are some “math-based, decentralized and
protected by cryptography” that are called cryptocurrencies (FATF, 2014, p. 5).
Virtual currency schemes can be closed or have either bidirectional or unidirectional flow. Closed virtual currency schemes imply that such currencies
can be earned by conducting some activities within a community or a game
and be spent only on these goods and services that are offered in the game (the
community). It implicates that this kind of virtual currencies “has almost no
link to the real economy” (European Central Bank, 2012, p. 13). The FATF distinguishes open and closed virtual currency schemes (FATF, 2014, p. 4). The
open one has almost the same definition as the ECB’s virtual currency scheme
with bidirectional flow, which states that a virtual currency is convertible in
both ways, unlike the unidirectional flow in which the fiat money can be converted into a virtual currency, but the virtual currency cannot be converted
back into the fiat money (European Central Bank, 2012, pp. 13–15).
Some academics claim that definitions provided by the FATF and the ECB are
incomplete because of the dynamic development of the cryptocurrency market.
They highlight two main features of virtual currencies: digital form and no governmental control (Bala, Kopyściański & Srokosz, 2016, pp. 52–53). In addition
to being uncontrolled by monetary authorities it can be said that virtual currencies are not backed by any asset (Franco, 2015, p. 3), so they have value only
because their users agree that they have value (Ali, Barrdear, Clews & Southgate, 2014, p. 278) and are created by individuals and organizations, but not
central banks (White, 2015, p. 383). The concern over a possible risk of the rising popularity of virtual currencies forced central banks to send a warning to
citizens and companies. The National Bank of Poland in its official statement
informs that virtual currencies are not money, currency or e-money, as they
are not widely accepted as a form of payment (NBP, 2017). Despite such warnings and speculations on cryptocurrencies, some researchers consider virtual
currencies as money existing online (Pacy, 2014, p. 122; Sauer, 2016, p. 118) or
even a form of e-money (Ryfa, 2014, p. 141). The author of the idea, Satoshi Nakamoto, created the Bitcoin network for transferring electronic cash (Nakamoto, 2008, p. 1). Bitcoin operates as a medium of exchange in traditional shops
and e-commerce, but yet, the medium of exchange is not money, although, as
some academics claim, it may become one (Davidson & Block, 2015, p. 312).
Bitcoin and other virtual currencies are sometimes considered to be alternative money systems (Sobiecki, 2016, p. 151), which seems to correspond with
Satoshi Nakamoto’s idea. Being a response to ineffective and costly traditional
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transfer systems, Bitcoin seemed to be a great solution for those who wanted
to transfer their money freely. Unfortunately, the Bitcoin system has its limits
and because of them on the 1st August 2017 some of the unhappy users decided
to start a hard fork. Since then Bitcoin has been divided into bitcoin and bitcoin
cash (Kwiatek, 2017).
The Initial Coin Offering as a form of capital rising

The classification mentioned above may seem insufficient. Further analysis
conducted by the European Central Bank and published in 2015 demonstrates
that apart from using word “currency” in the term “virtual currency” those assets cannot be considered nor money, nor currency in terms of economic science and law, but only a digital representation of value that is not issued by
any central bank or any financial institution, but, over some conditions, can be
used as an alternative form of payment (European Central Bank, 2015, p. 4).
This definition seems to correspond more strictly with cryptocurrencies and
tokens issued within the ICO procedure. The similarity between the term the
Initial Coin Offering and the Initial Public Offering is not accidental. Both methods are following the scheme of issuing some asset that can be treated as an investment, selling it and raising capital from the investors that have decided to
purchase it. However, the differences are clearly visible. First of all, IPO is regulated in details by the law whereas ICO remains, so far, unregulated or regulated in an insufficient way. While IPO involves stocks or bonds, an issued token
or cryptocurrency may have some features of stocks, bonds, vouchers or have
no additional attributes at all (Bazan, 2018). It means, that their character can
be purely speculative. That implicates another significant difference between
IPO and ICO that are areas and the level of risk. Within ICOs, as some researchers claim, over 80% are a form of fraud. So called “scam” is a situation in which
the capital is raised without an intention to accomplish the announced project
(Dowlat, 2018). Investors and companies that decided to finance their activity
by the ICO procedure must also deal with a legal risk, as starting ICO procedure
may cause the need for individual law interpretations. Further differences between ICO and IPO are presented in table 1.
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Table 1. The main differences between the Initial Public Offering
and the Initial Coin Offering
IPO

ICO

Legal status

Detailed regulation

No regulation or insufficient one

Securities type

Stocks and bonds

Tokens that may have features
of particular types of securities
or being vouchers or having no
additional attributes at all

Risk level

Moderate

High (for the company and investors)

Accessibility

For large enterprises
For investors

May be used by almost any company
Anyone who have internet access
can become an investor

Costs

High

Moderate or low

S o u r c e : own study.

The ICOs tokens can be divided into few groups (www1):
Currency tokens that can be used as a form of payment (called sometimes “coins”),
Utility tokens that allow holders to access products or services within
a particular platform or network,
Securities tokens which work as utility tokens, but additionally promise
some investments returns (can be similar to bonds),
Asset tokens that are a digital representation of an asset,
Equity tokens that work like stocks and give their holders an ownership
share in the issuer's capital,
Reward tokens that function like loyalty points,
Dividend tokens that allow the holder to receive a dividend on any company’s token, but without being an owner of the company.
Taking into consideration the fact that so many types of ICOs tokens appeared on the market so far, it is possible to claim that without the proper regulation there is a possibility of further evolution of their features. Tokens can
represent almost anything that may have value for investors, legal as well as illegal ones.
After the explanation of tokens and virtual currencies it is important to introduce the ICO financing model. The first three steps can be followed simultaneously or in sequence. A company may use the services offered by enterpris■

■

■

■
■

■
■
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es that specialize in the Initial Coin Offering or adopt the procedure itself. The
model includes the following stages (Bazan, 2018; Momoh, 2016):
Whitepaper publication. A whitepaper should contain detailed information about the project to be carried out and the issue of tokens (amount
of tokens, form of payment, additional features, time framework etc.),
Token or cryptocurrency creation. It can be developed by using existing
platforms, dedicated to such activities or by a company itself,
ICO promotion. The most important and challenging part. It is clear that
a well-promoted token can encourage more people to invest than a badly-promoted one. It should be emphasised that some of the social networks have forbidden ICO advertising, or are about to do it, in order to
protect users from scams,
Introduction of tokens for sale on a virtual currency exchange,
Project implementation and providing additional services to the investors.
■

■

■

■
■

The case study of Ethereum project

To present how the Initial Coin Offering may help to rise funds needed to set up
a start-up it was decided to introduce the case study of the first company that
used that method – Ethereum. The author of the project is Vitalik Buterin, who
after working as a member of the Bitcoin community and being fascinated by
the blockchain technology decided to found Ethereum. The Ethereum white paper was published in 2013 and contains the technical details of the platform. In
2014 Gavin Wood, who became a co-founder of the project, published the yellow paper that includes technical specification for the Ethereum Virtual Machine (www2). The idea of Ethereum project is to “allow anyone to write smart
contracts and decentralized applications where they can create their own arbitrary rules of ownership, transaction formats and state transition functions”
(Buterin, 2013, p. 13). Currently, the platform allows its users, among others,
to create their own cryptocurrency or token that can be used within the Initial Coin Offering procedure. It can be said that Ethereum made its idea to raise
capital one of their products.
To make the implementation of the project possible, Ethereum creators decided to launch a presale of the token called ether. An Ether served as a form of
payment for the Ethereum Virtual Machine’s work. The more simple and effective code is, the smaller amount of ether is needed. It is rightful to claim that
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the ether was a utility token. The official announcement was published on the
Ethereum Blog on 22nd of July 2014. The following rules about the presale were
set (Buterin, 2014):
There is no possibility for using or transferring the ether until the launch
of the genesis block that is planned to happen in winter 2014–2015,
The sale starts on 22nd of July 2014 and will last 42 days, till 2nd of September 2014,
The start price for an ether is set of 2000 ETH for 1 BTC, but after 14 days
the price changes to the level of 1337 ETH for 1 BTC,
There is no guarantee of the value of ether as it is not a security but a product,
Purchase is available through the official Ethereum website or by using
a Python tool.
The Ethereum project’s ICO procedure was successful but the company had
to face many legal challenges in Switzerland and the United States to start the
presale. The organisation received 31,591 BTC (around $18,439,086) in exchange for about 60,102,216 ether that stated 83.47% of the offered supply
(www2; www3). However, Ethereum needed to pay the debt resulting from the
necessity to hire legal advisors, which suggests that the cost of the ICO procedure can be in some cases significant. It makes the opinion that ICO is a cheap
form of a capital rising not completely true. Legal costs are the main barrier to
the use of ICO.
Ethereum decided to sell their tokens in exchange for bitcoins. However, it is
possible for a company to receive traditional currency. That model of financing
within ICO is less risky for an organisation, because of the level of volatility of
an exchange rate. On the other hand, the use of cryptocurrencies allows investors to remain almost anonymously and may bring a company additional profits connected with the changes in cryptocurrencies’ prices.
■

■

■

■

■

Disadvantages and advantages of using ICO procedure

The conducted analysis and the case study allows to enumerate the disadvantages and advantages of the application of the Initial Coin Offering procedure
to raise capital. As it was presented in the case study the most challenging part
of launching ICO is taking a legal advice as, depending on the country, the ICO
can be banned, regulated or partly regulated by law. However, popularity of
ICO generated an increased interest in regulation of the process, so there is
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a possibility that soon it will be easier for the organisations to follow the rules.
Another disadvantage is the risk resulting from an insufficient demand for offered tokens. It can stem mainly from distrust, poor promotion or uninteresting project. As it is visible in the case study, even successful Ethereum could not
sell all of the issued tokens. Application of ICO requires certain IT skills that can
also be a challenge for the company’s authorities. There is a possibility for using specially designed ICO platforms that facilitate launching a token, such as
the above-mentioned Ethereum platform. However, some IT knowledge is still
needed. Launching a sale on a cryptocurrency exchange can be burdened with
a risk of a fraud. That is why the careful choice of it is a must.
Despite the importance of foregoing challenges, the ICO procedure can bring
some opportunities to the company. First of all, a successful ICO allows to raise
funds needed to accomplish the project. It might be a chance for these companies that cannot use the traditional methods of fundraising, such as loans
or IPO. In some parts ICO is similar to crowdfunding. Almost anyone who has
an internet access can become an investor. ICO empowers the organisation to
reach investors that live all around the world and that is the main advantage
it has over traditional finance methods. The organisation that launched an ICO
procedure can gain image benefits, as it can be perceived as innovative.
The status of the level of costs remains unclear. The necessity to engage legal advisors may be costly, however, it depends on the level of ICO regulation in
the particular country. ICO can be much cheaper than IPO, but more expensive
and demanding than a loan. However, if an organisation decides to follow an
ICO procedure by itself, it can reduce the costs of it significantly.
Conclusions

ICO has been present in economy since 2014 but in 2017 it became popular
among organisations with bad and good will. That is the reason for the authorities to undertake actions which will help honest companies to use ICO and protect potential investors from frauds and scams. The ICO will not become widely
used in an economy until proper regulations are introduced.
The case study of the Ethereum project pointed out the most important
problems for a company interested in launching ICO. Depending on the level of
legal regulation in the particular country and the company’s will to obey the
law, the cost of ICO may differ significantly.
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The Initial Coin Offering is challenging for the company not only because of
technical and legal reasons, but also because of its controversial character. It
has many advantages over traditional forms of capital raising, like the level of
accessibility, but the unclear legal status makes it difficult for start-ups to use
the procedure. However, it should be noticed that for the company which offers
products and services connected with blockchain technology, the use of the Initial Coin Offering is a reasonable choice that allows to get publicity among people interested in cryptocurrency and blockchain and further, to reach potential
partners and clients.
The differentiation of tokens and their similarity to well-known securities
implies that the entrepreneurs noticed the necessity to provide additional features to attract potential investors. That suggests that investors are looking for
a token that has some value by itself and is more than a purely speculative good.
It is what distinguishes ICO market from cryptocurrency market.
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